Model
League Of Nations

Delegation Cards 1
Vilna 1920: Poland.
You have invaded the Lithuanian Capital of Vilna
The Lithuanians have appealed to the League to
rule against you.

Vilna 1920: Lithuania.

A basic outline of your defence should include:
1: Explain what you have done / favourable map.
2: Explain why this was justified
3: Explain what you think should happen now

You have been invaded by Poland, a much larger
country. You have appealed to the League to
sort out the problem.

You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.

A basic outline of your defence should include:
1: Describe the invasion / favourable map
2: Explain why this was not justified
3: What should the League of Nations do about it?

Hint: Do you have any special relationships with Council members?

Silesia 1921: Germany.
The area of Upper Silesia is rich in materials and is
an important industrial area. You have asked the
League to decide who should control it.
A Basic Outline of your defence: should include:
1: Show a favourable map of the area
2: Explain why it is important to you
3: Explain why you have a right to it
4: Explain what you think should happen now
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.
Hint: Are you willing to compromise?

You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.
Hint: This is the League’s first test. Can it afford to fail?

Silesia 1921: Poland.
the area of Upper Silesia is rich in materials and is
an important industrial area. You have asked the
League to decide who should control it.
A Basic Outline of your defence should include:
1: Show a favourable map of the area
2:Explain why it is important to you
3: Explain why you have a right to it
4: Explain what you think should happen now
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.
Hint: Are you willing to compromise?

Aaland 1921: Finland.
The Aaland islands are located in sea between
Finland and Sweden. Both countries have laid claim
to them and have asked the League to decide.

Aaland 1921: Sweden.

A Basic Outline of your defence should include:
1: Show a favourable map of the area
2: Explain why it is important to you
3: Explain why you have a right to the islands
4: Explain what you think should happen now

The Aaland islands are located in sea between
Finland and Sweden. Both countries have laid
claim to them and have asked the League to decide.

You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.

A Basic Outline of your defence should include:
1: Show a favourable map of the area
2: Explain why it is important to you
3: Explain why you have a right to the islands
4: Explain what you think should happen now
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.

Delegation Cards 2
Ruhr 1923: Germany.
You did not pay war reparations to France in 1922.
France has marched soldiers into your country and
taken over the industrial area of the Ruhr.
A basic outline of your defence should include:
1: What the French have done
2: Why you could not pay reparations
2: Outline why French actions are wrong
4: What you think the League should do about it
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.

Corfu 1923: Greece.
Following an incident in which several Italians
were killed in Greece, the Italians bombed then
invaded Corfu (an island belonging to you)
A basic outline of your defence should include:
1: Explain how the Italians were killed
2: Show a map of the area
3: Explain why Italian actions are not justified
4: What should happen now
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.
Hint: Is Italy, a League Council Member setting a good example?

Ruhr 1923: France.
Germany did not pay war reparations to you in
1922. You have marched soldiers into Germany and
taken over the industrial area of the Ruhr.
A basic outline of your defence should include:
1: Why you have invaded
2: A map of the area and why you want it
2: Outline why French actions are justified
4: What you think the League should do about it.
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.
Hint: Can you influence fellow Council members to support you?

Corfu 1923: Italy.
Following an incident in which several Italians
were killed in Greece, you have bombed and
invaded Corfu (an island belonging to Greece)
A Basic Outline of your defence should include:
1: Explain why you blame Greece for the killings
2: Show images of the attacks
3: Explain why you have a right to invade
4: Explain why expect support from the League
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.
Hint: Can you influence fellow Council members to support you?

Stray Dog 1925: Bulgaria.
After an incident on the border with Greece, the
Greeks have crossed the border and taken over the
town of Pertrich. You have appealed to the League
to help you.
A basic outline of your defence should include:
1: Show a favourable map of the area
2: Explain what has happened
3: Explain why Greek action are unjustified
4: Explain what you think should happen now
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.

Stray Dog 1925: Greece.
After an incident on the border with Bulgaria,
you have invaded and taken over the town of
Petrich. They have asked the League to take
action against you.
A Basic Outline of your defence should include:
1: Show a favourable map of the area
2: Explain what has happened
3: Explain why your actions are justified
4: Explain what you think should happen now
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.

Delegation Cards 3
Manchuria 1931: China.
Your historical enemy, the Japanese have invaded
the Chinese region of Manchuria. You have appealed to the League for help.
A basic outline of your defence should include:
1: A favourable map of the area.
2: The real reason Japan has invaded.
2: Outline why Japanese actions are wrong.
4: What you think the League should do about it.
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.
Hint: is Japan, a League Council member ,setting a good example?

Abyssinia 1935: Ethiopia.

Manchuria 1931: Japan.
You have invaded the Chinese region of Manchuria.
The Chinese have appealed to the League to act
against you.
A basic outline of your defence should include:
1: A favourable map of the area.
2: Why you have invaded ( Nb: railway explosion) .
3: Outline why your actions are justified.
4: Why the League members should support you.
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.
Hint: can you influence fellow Council members to support you?

Italy has invaded Abyssinia, in Ethiopia. You have
appealed to the League to help you.
A basic outline of your defence should include:
1: Explain what has happened
2: Show a favourable map of the area
3: Explain why Italian actions are not justified
4: What should happen now
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.
Hint: is Italy, a League council member, setting a good example?

Abyssinia 1935: Italy.
Italy has invaded Abyssinia, in Ethiopia. You
have appealed to the League to help you.
A basic outline of your defence should include:
1: Explain why you occupied Abyssinia
2: Show images of the attacks
3: Explain why you have a right to invade
4: Explain why expect support from the League
You should think of a good way to present your argument. This could be
a PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Your
aim is to convince the Council and Assembly to support your case. Bring
evidence, props or wear costumes as part of your performance.
Hint: can you influence fellow council members to support you?

Council Members.
As the leaders of the League you need to open the session with a short
welcome and presentation. Britain should prepare
this opening presentation.
A basic outline of you should say :
1: Explain the League’s aims ( S.I.D.E.)
2: Explain the principle of collective security
3: Explain the powers / structure of the Council
4: Explain the powers / structure of the Assembly
You should think of a good way to present the League. This could be a
PowerPoint / Prezi or another effective method of presentation. Try to
make some explanations of why the League is needed. You may also want
to explain the absence of Woodrow Wilson and the USA.

The Model League of Nations : decision and actions.
Mission: to put yourself in the seat of a member of the League of Nations and play your part in the decision making process.
How it works 1: Both sides of a case presented 2: Assembly members question delegation teams 3: Council members questions delegation teams 4: Assembly discusses its recommendation 5: Assembly votes on a recommendation 6: IF, a unanimous recommendation agreed a suggested course of action decided 7: Assembly recommendations passed to the Council
8: Council discuss recommendations 9: Council decide to either support or reject Assembly recommendations. 10: Council may rule on a separate course of action if all in agreement.

The Council and Assembly should nominate a scribe to record their decision making process in the table below.
Cases to be
heard

Assembly
Decision

Vilna
1920

Upper Silesia
1921

Aaland Islands
1921

Ruhr Invasion
1923

Corfu Incident
1923

War of Stray Dog
1925

Manchuria
1931

Abyssinia
1935

Support Poland:

Support Germany:

Support Finland:

Support Germany:

Support Greece:

Support Bulgaria:

Support China:

Support Ethiopia:

Support Lithuania:

Support Poland:

Support Sweden:

Support France

Support Italy:

Support Greece:

Support Japan:

Support Italy:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Support Poland:

Support Germany:

Support Finland:

Support Germany:

Support Greece:

Support Bulgaria:

Support China:

Support Ethiopia:

Support Lithuania:

Support Poland:

Support Sweden:

Support France

Support Italy:

Support Greece:

Support Japan:

Support Italy:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

No :

No :

No :

No :

No :

No :

No :

No :

Action:
IF Assembly
members voted
unanimously

Council
Decision
Action:
IF Council
members are in
complete
agreement.

Successful
Outcome?

Successful
Cases:

Unsuccessful
Cases:

The League of Nations decision making
process is an effective one.
Do you agree with this statement?

Yes
No

The Model League of Nations : decision and actions.
Mission: to put yourself in the seat of a member of the League of Nations and play your part in the decision making process.
How it works 1: Both sides of a case presented 2: Assembly members question delegation teams 3: Council members questions delegation teams 4: Assembly discusses its recommendation 5: Assembly votes on a recommendation 6: IF, a unanimous recommendation agreed a suggested course of action decided 7: Assembly recommendations passed to the Council
8: Council discuss recommendations 9: Council decide to either support or reject Assembly recommendations. 10: Council may rule on a separate course of action if all in agreement.

The Council and Assembly should nominate a scribe to record their decision making process in the table below.
Cases to be
heard

Vilna
1920

Upper Silesia
1921

Aaland Islands
1921

Ruhr Invasion
1923

Corfu Incident
1923

War of Stray Dog
1925

Manchuria
1931

Abyssinia
1935

Support Poland:

Support Germany:

Support Finland:

Support Germany:

Support Greece:

Support Bulgaria:

Support China:

Support Ethiopia:

Support Lithuania:

Support Poland:

Support Sweden:

Support France

Support Italy:

Support Greece:

Support Japan:

Support Italy:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Action:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

IF Assembly
members voted
unanimously

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Support Poland:

Support Germany:

Support Finland:

Support Germany:

Support Greece:

Support Bulgaria:

Support China:

Support Ethiopia:

Support Lithuania:

Support Poland:

Support Sweden:

Support France

Support Italy:

Support Greece:

Support Japan:

Support Italy:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Could not agree:

Action:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

Do Nothing:

IF Council
members are in
complete
agreement.

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Condemnation:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Sanctions:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Use Force:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

Yes:

No :

No :

No :

No :

No :

No :

No :

No :

Assembly
Decision

Council
Decision

Successful
Outcome?

Successful
Cases:

Unsuccessful
Cases:

The League of Nations decision making
process is an effective one.
Do you agree with this statement?

Yes
No

Place
Cards
Assembly

Remember your power of VETO!

Britain
Permanent Council Member

Remember your power of VETO!

France
Permanent Council Member

Permanent Council Member

Italy
Remember your power of VETO!
Leave the League IF you do not
get the decision over Abyssinia!

Permanent Council Member

Japan
Remember your power of VETO!
Leave the League IF you do not get the
decision over Manchuria.

Assembly

Poland
Assembly member.

Assembly

Germany
Only allowed into the League in
1926.

Assembly member

Greece
Assembly

Assembly member

Lithuania
Assembly

Assembly

Finland
Assembly member

Assembly

Sweden
Assembly member

Assembly

Ethiopia
Assembly member

Assembly

China
Assembly member

Assembly member

Bulgaria
Assembly

Model League Of Nations Review
Task : to review the Model League of Nations activity.
How decisions were made in the Assembly

How decisions were made in the Council

The relationships between League members

The treatment of non-members

How the League followed its aim to stop war, enforce
the treaties of WW1 and the use of
‘collective security’

Manipulation of information and bias

Other

Key weaknesses?

